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This Is My Body
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Don't ask of me things I don't know. 
Don't try to control my body 

No written agreement from Capital Hill 
should bind me!

Signs and hysterical acts,
Don't address or answer the problem! !

In time, as bridges are crossed... 
Answers to questions are found.

But don't ask of me things I don't know 
Wait until things happen;

And even then, Don't ASK! !
This is my body! !
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To Tracy

I Know Now You Feel

Its o.k. to cry,
Everybody cries when they've been hurt.
Its o.k. to hate
When we're degraded we usually hate.
Its o.k. to disregard
We disregard those who disregard us.
Its o.k. to forgive 
Just never forget,
Then the crying, the hate and the disregard 
Don't come back so easily.
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Empathetic Admirer
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Choose Sugarless Dentyne For Fresh Breath And 
YouCouM Wio One Of 10 Trips For 2 To Vail Or Rio!
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be on your way to VAIL or RIO! Deposit your entry in Destination of choice:
the ballot box at your school newspaper office or mail Vail Colorado Rio de Janeiro

Name__________________________

School_________________________

Address________________________

Choose between the slopes of Vail. Colorado or the 
surf of Rio de Janeiro. Trip includes: Return airfare, 
hotel transfers, hotel accommodation and ski pass 
(Vail only. > Simply complete this entry form and affix 
two UPC Proofs of Purchase tor reasonable hand 
drawn facsimile not mechanically reproduced) from 
any flavour of Sugarless Dentyne gum and you could

it to: Dentyne VAIL/RIO Sweepstakes. P.O. Box 9041E. 
Kitchener. Ontario N2G 4T2.

Contest closes January 15,1990 at 5:00 pm. 
Draw to be held January 31,1990

Dentyne
$UGARLe$$ sans SUCRÉ

l’riycs must be accented as awarded 'Maximum retail value S.tïlMI IN)'. Pull contest rules are available at your school newspaper office qr by sending a stamped, sell addressed envelope to
i Dentvnc fci^W41l'. Kitchener. Ontario N%?C; 4*r2

ProvCity■ *

Postal Code

Attach UPC proofs here. Phone
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